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Crisis in Ukraine: Daily Briefing 

10 November, 7 PM Kyiv time 
1. Russian Invasion of Ukraine 
The National Security and Defense Council of Ukraine (RNBO) stated at 12:30 PM Kyiv time that the amount 
of Russian military equipment and personnel being sent from the Russian Federation into territory controlled by 
Kremlin-backed terrorists continues to grow. The RNBO reported that in the last 24 hours, Kremlin-backed 
terrorists shelled Ukrainian positions near Olkhatovka, Nikishine, Novorlivka, Chornukhyne, and Mius near 
Debalstevo. Kremlin-backed terrorists fired artillery at Ukrainian positions at the Donetsk airport twice, and 
shelled Ukrainian positions near Adviyivka, Pisky, Kranohorivka, Mayorske, and Slavne near Donetsk. Around 
Pervomaisk, Kremlin-backed terrorists shelled Ukrainian positions near Zolote, Nyzhne and Trokhizbenka. 
Ukraine’s National Guard repelled an attack on a checkpoint near Krymske. Towards Luhansk, Kremlin-backed 
terrorists shelled Ukrainian positions near Kryakivka, and fired mortars on Ukrainian positions near Stanytsia 
Luhanska. The RNBO reported that in the last 24 hours, 2 Ukrainian soldiers were killed and 5 wounded. The 
Donetsk oblast State Administration reported that Kremlin-backed terrorists fired 7 shells into residential areas 
of Adviyivka, killing 3 civilians and one soldier. 7 people were injured.  
2. US National Security Council on situation in Ukraine 
On 9 November, US National Security Council Spokesperson B. Meehan stated, “We are very concerned by 
intensified fighting in eastern Ukraine, as well as numerous reports, including from the Special Monitoring 
Mission of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), that Russian backed and supplied 
separatists are moving large convoys of heavy weapons and tanks to the front lines of the conflict.  We continue 
to call on all sides to strictly adhere to the cease-fire.  Any attempt by separatist forces to seize additional 
territory in eastern Ukraine would be a blatant violation of the Minsk agreements.  We reiterate our call on the 
Russian Federation to honor all of the commitments it made in Minsk, including ending its military supply to 
the separatists and the withdrawal of all of its troops and weapons from Ukraine.  Furthermore, Russia must 
enable the restoration of Ukrainian sovereignty along the Ukrainian side of the international border, to be 
monitored by the OSCE, and facilitate the release of all hostages.” 
3. US Senator J. McCain: US, Europe should provide Ukraine with lethal military assistance 
On 7 November, US Senator J. McCain (R-AZ) stated, "No one should be surprised by reports today that large 
columns of Russian tanks, artillery, and military personnel have moved back into eastern Ukraine. If true, this 
would be the latest and most conclusive reason to believe that the ceasefire agreement is effectively dead. The 
United States and Europe need to stop assuming that the provision of lethal military assistance to Ukraine 
would provoke President Putin into further aggression. What is most provocative to Putin is U.S. and European 
unwillingness to take these steps, and the perception of weakness it fosters. If confirmed, today's reported 
Russian re-invasion of Ukraine should lead to an immediate escalation of U.S. and E.U. sanctions. More 
importantly, we must also provide our Ukrainian partners with the military capabilities to defend their sovereign 
territory and resist Putin's aggression. If we do not, Putin will continue trying to devour more and more of 
Ukraine for his new Russian empire.” 
4. The Guardian: Russia Today threatened with Ofcom sanctions due to bias in Ukraine coverage 
The Guardian reported that British communications regulator Ofcom threatened Kremlin-backed and funded 
broadcaster Russia Today with statutory sanctions after it was found guilty of breaching impartiality regulations 



governing UK broadcasters. “The regulator flagged up four separate reports, all broadcast in March this year, all 
dealing with the situation in Ukraine. The Guardian stated that Ofcom had put the channel “on notice that any 
future breaches of the due impartiality rules may result in further regulatory action, including consideration of a 
statutory sanction.”  
 
 


